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COORDINATOR’S NOTE

Dear Readers, 

 2019 has been a very eventful year.  As a closing year of a decade that 
has seen major paradigm shifts in the  corporate  and start up thinking process 
with the focus moving from” profit” to” profit with purpose”, inclusive growth 
has become a buzz word and supporting and promoting women entrepreneurs 
is no longer a desired window dressing but the need of the hour. Riding the 
wave of the changing times, Enprendia is rightly placed to understand and make 
changes at the cusp of affairs so that its ripple effect can have a long standing 
and sustainable positive impact on the evolving society. The last quarter of the 
first year of the project has seen the successful completion of the first phase of 
the project with the creation of a noteworthy report on gender equity and quality 
and the structuring of the basic framework of the project which will enable all 
the partners to set up their ERC’s and initiate their implementation work in their 
respective universities. We look forward to transforming the inclusion of women 
in the entrepreneurial ecosystem from a greenhouse project to a way of life….
 
 Happy Reading and looking for forward to collectively creating some great 
support systems in the new decade…  
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EDITOR’S NOTE

 Welcome to this second newsletter of the Enprendia project. In this newsletter 
we wanted to present the work done by the members of the consortium thus we 
highlighted the Gender Report done by the teams of the University College of 
Dublin and the Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, some of the outreach 
programmes done by our Indian partners. You will also have a summary of the 
preparation meeting in Instituto Superior Técnico, Portugal, and Universidade de 
Santiago de Compostela, Spain. The Indian management meetings in Hyderabad 
and Nagpur.
 
 The newsletter team hopes that you will enjoy reading it. If you want to 
know more about the programme please visit our website and social media 
pages listed on the last page.



GENDER REPORT

 The teams of UCD and MSU 
compiled a report that showcased 
various aspects of the social-
economic development in partner 
countries with a strong emphasis on 
the gender equality.  The report aims 
to understand the current situation 
of women entrepreneurship in India 
and compare it to various European 
countries while providing some 
recommendations to bridge the gap.
 The data collection was done 
via a mapping tool which was a 
questionnaire with topics ranging from 
basic socio-economic conditions for 
gender quality, to policies, strategies 
and practices enhancing gender 
equality, including gender equality in 
higher education. 
Among the background economic and 
social data used were the GDP per 
capita, GDP growth, the labour market 
(economically active population), 
unemployment rate, the GINI index, 
gender parity Index, the percentage 
of GDP financing education, the 
percentage of GDP financing social 
protection. The Indian GDP per capita 
is the lowest but among the fastest 
growing although having a lower 
percentage of economically active 
population with a very low percentage 
of women working.
 The other indicators used were 
to understand the entrepreneurial 

conditions (doing business index, ICRG 
indicator of quality of government) and 
a qualitative analysis to understand 
the risk relating to business. While 
for the European countries are doing 
better than India, they remain highly 
influenced by external business 
environment and the aftershock of 
the 2008 financial crisis. India main 
barriers are the administration and 
law.
 The report also gives an 
overview of the work-life balance 
policies and their analysis. In the 
European countries, the increase of 
women at work is due to an increase of 
women working part time and public 
sector jobs. There is also a lack of 
engagement of women in education, 
employment and entrepreneurship 
due to a shortage in positive policies. 
The situation in India is worse, since 
policies such as public childcare is not 
widely available although the country 
has a strong maternal leave policy.
The rest of the reports focuses on the 
female role, participation and support. 
Women are generally more included 
within the policy making, politics and 
participation in business in Europe 
than in India although all of them have 
a structure to promote equality and 
prevent discrimination.
 In higher education there are no 
quota regarding the student but there 
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are some for management (notably 
in Austria and Portugal). There is also 
some mechanism to promote higher 
education towards women especially 
the STEM streams.
 A significant work has been 
done by all the countries to promote 
female entrepreneurship via training, 
mentoring, and networking. There are 
numerous initiatives to give access to 
finance to entrepreneurs in general 
but also special mechanism for women 
who want to start their own ventures.
After an overview of statistics, policies, 
mechanism the report puts forth eight 
recommendations:
1) Central and state government 
should collect and analyse high quality 
data at a regular and frequent interval
2) All projects aimed at fostering 
entrepreneurship should be more 
thoroughly evaluated
3) The social protection given to 
employees should be extended to 
entrepreneurs (like self-employed) in 
order to reduce the familial risks.
4) Countries should give access 
to high quality and flexible childcare 
services (even during education and/
or training).
5) The actors in female 
entrepreneurship training should 
cooperate more (administration, 
NGOs, higher education and private 
players)
6) Access to finance can be 
achieved via a cooperation between 

government and non-governmental 
actors
7) Increase the online presence 
and offer from the government to ease 
the access to resources and tools for 
entrepreneurs
8) The financing of women 
entrepreneurship should open to more 
technical sectors in order to avoid 
“trapping” women entrepreneurs in 
“feminine sectors”
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 Enprendia’s second preparation 
meeting took place in Lisbon 

(9-10th September) and Santiago de 
Compostela (12th-13th September)

 The meeting started in IST 
on the 9th of September, with the 
delegates receiving a warm welcome 
from Prof. Luis Miguel Silveria, VP 
of External Affairs. The technical 
sessions included talks from IST 
Gender Balance Group (Professor 
InêsLynce&MadalenaQueirós) on the 
work required within the university 
to reach gender balance; Female 
Engineer for a day by Mrs Sara 
Correira from the student support 
unit where female high schoolers 
get to experience the job; Mrs Ana 
Lucas presented the result of a project 
which aimed at increasing the gender 
diversity in STEM. The sessions 
included a visit to InêsViveiros(The 

Formula Studio) and the Tagus Park. 
There were presentations by Prof 
Miguel Amaral who talked about the 
Sinnolab model (more information 
see SILICE project) and with Marte 
Brito, manager at Women in Tech who 
explained the promotion work they 
do to get more women in STEM. Prof 
Ana Teresa Freitas from The Heart 
Genetics shared her entrepreneurial 

journey with the delegates. 

The key points explicated in the 
Management Meeting were:
• Publication of the Study visit 
report
• Recap of the WP aims and 
objectives (including all sub 
objectives)
•  Development of the feedback 
forms and the Quality Assurance 
framework
• Publication of Newsletters 
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and content contribution by the 
consortium.
• Project Budget and the 
spending pattern along with the 
deadline for the setting up of the 
ERC and the procurement of the 
Equipment for the same. 
• Consolidation of the  meeting 
agenda for 2019 and 2020
 A key outcome of the extended 
relationship from the SILICE project 
was the signing of the MOU between 
KIIT and IST for further deepening the 
bilateral ties with faculty exchange 

and student exchange programs.
 On  12th September, the 
Enprendia delegation started the USC 
leg of the preparation meeting. The 
rector of USC Prof Antonio Lopez Diaz 
welcomed the delegates and gave an 
insight about the university stressing 
on the activities and special interests 
in promoting gender equity within the 
university and the local communities.
The technical sessions started with a 
presentation from the RSE Innolabs 

talking about GEMCAT blended 
methods of training on CSR training, 
networking, mentoring programme 
for SME and individual tutoring, 
followed by the session of Prof 
Nuria Calvo,(Member of the Global 
Enterpreneurship Monitor) from the 
University of A. Coruna, on female 
entrepreneurship in Spain.. Prof David 
Rodeirospoke about the famous spin 
off model where the academia hand 
holds business in the early stages and 
create accelerator programme with 
the private sector.

 BIOGA shared their mindset 
behind their investment pattern 
and parameter and how it became a 
success in more than 26 biotech start 
up. Prof Alva Pombo Vazquez from 
UNIRISCO (Galicia VC) spoke about 
the investment done in the spin off and 
Prof Elena Perez Carillo (University 
of Leon), she covered the role of 
women in corporate governance 
in Spain. Visits to TECALIS a cross 
border project for conciliation and 
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equality and UNIEMPRENDE where 
the talks revolved around interesting 
aspects such as IP and valorisation of 

technology added new dimension to 
the understanding fte ecosystem.)The 
External evaluator for the Project, Dr 
Carlos Machado gave a presentation 
on risk assessment in the framework 

of European projects.
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MANAGEMENT MEETING AT 
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD

5TH NOVEMBER 2019

 The first all India partner 
meeting was convened to   recap of 
the objectives of the first year and 
the progress mapping of the Indian 
Partners. Each partner presented an 
update of their progress during the 
first year showcasing a varied range 
of activities 
keeping in 
mind their 
i n t e r n a l 
s t r e n g t h s . 
P a r t n e r s 
identified the 
content they 
would like to 
get from the 
EU partners 
as part of the 
training which 
will be delivered over the second year 
of the programme.
The acceptable definition of a “women 
led enterprise” for the project was 
discussed and a mutual consensus was 
arrived at for the below mentioned 
definition.

 “A company where the Idea is 
coming from a woman or the IP is held 
by a woman or the leading role is held 
by a woman”.
The growth tracking parameters were 
shared to create a tangible monitoring 
pattern of the progress of the project 

and the 
impact of the 
dissemination 
e v e n t s 
c o n d u c t e d . 
The minimum 
n u m e r i c a l 
impact were 
revisited, the 
q u a l i t a t i v e 
i n d i c a t o r s 
d i s c u s s e d 
and the key 

documentation data points were 
finalised. The meeting culminated with 
an insightful talk by Prof Banerjee of the 
University of Hyderabad on “Stages at 
which women entrepreneurs are to be 
on boarded”
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MANAGEMENT MEETING AT DATTA MEGHE 
INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES 

12TH-13TH DECEMBER 2019

 The Indian Partners meeting at 
DMIMS Wardha was held on the 12th 
and 13th December 2019. This was the 
last meeting of the year and the key 
discussions were:
•  Growth indicators for mapping of 
the progress of the entrepreneurs
•  Outreach models for the creation 
of  a robust pipeline and their 
documentation
• The designing of the course 
curriculum to be integrated in the 
mainstream courses of the respective 
universities
•     Hands-on workshop for the Financial 
documentation and report submission 
of the project 
•  Quality monitoring and mapping 
parameters and submission of 
feedback forms
 Informative sessions on the 

Gender Equity and Equality measures 
taken at DMIMS by Dr. Ashish 
Anjankar, the Internal Grievance 
Redressal mechanism including 
Sexual Harassment policybyDr.
NeelimaThosar&Dr. Seema Singh 

was followed by a session with the 
Unnat Bharat Coordinator.   A guided 
tour to the various incubation centres 
from different programs was a  fitting 
ending to the two meeting. 
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OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
BANASTHALI VIDYAPITH

26TH SEPTEMBER- 28TH SEPTEMBER 2019: IDEA CARNIVAL 2.0

DAY 1

Idea Carnival is a 3 day intensive 
boot camp launched with 48 young 
innovators. The event is supported 
by Enprendia -Enabling Women 
Entrepreneurship in India (co- 
funded by Erasmus+ programme of 
European Union). The event helps 

the aspiring entrepreneur to pitch 
ideas, form teams, develop prototypes 
and business plans, take customer 
feedback right at the design stage, 
and finally pitch their business plan to 
the judges.

DAY 2

Day 2 of Idea Carnival 2.0 started with 
workshop on MVP. Teams went feet-
on-street for customer validation with 
hands on experience on proposed 
ideas. Followed by this, 12 teams went 

on one-to-one discussion with mentors. 
The day concluded on an enthusiastic 
note with the teams preparing for the 
pitching session for the finale.

DAY 3

Idea Carnival 2.0 concluded with 12 
powerful pitches by the teams who 
worked tirelessly on their business 
ideas for the last 2 days. The event was 
culminated by felicitating the winners 
and participants.
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14TH OCT 2019
WORKSHOP ON BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS 40

 A workshop on Business 
Model Canvas was organized where 
40 young budding entrepreneurs 

worked on their business ideas and 
learnt different elements of business 
model canvas starting from customer 
segments through value propositions 

to revenue streams. The event was 
supported by Enprendia -Enabling 
Women Entrepreneurship in India 
(co- funded by Erasmus+ programme 
of European Union).
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MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY

 11-12TH OCTOBER
ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON NNOVATIVE IDEAS TO ACTION(IIA) TO ACHIEVE 
EXCELLENCE IN LIFE SCIENCE WITH ENTREPRENEURSHIP SPECIALIZED 

SESSION FOR IDEAS ON FEMALE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

 Venue: Radhakrishnan 
Auditorium, Maharshi Dayanand 
University,Rohtak, Haryana,India

 Introduction: This workshop 
focused on the business ideas in the 
domain of medical biotechnology.A 
special talk was kept to address the 
cultural and societal problems faced 
by women in business and profession. 
205 females participated in this event
 Benefits for Women 
Entrepreneurs under ENPRENDIA: 
During this workshop women were 
taught how to tackle with the societal 

problems which come in their way for 
becoming entrepreneur or moving 
out of the house for the Professional 

Carrier. Many business ideas were 
shared by the speakers in the domain 
of diagnosis and treatment of certain 
diseases. New Business models 
were also presented by speakers for 
starting profit making small scale 
businesses. All the schemes related 
to support of women in the research 
and development sector were also 
described and shared by the speakers.
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https://twitter.com/enprendia

https://www.facebook.com/enprendia

https://www.linkedin.com/company/enprendia/about/

http://enprendia.eu
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